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Electronic Gas Flowmeters for High Energy Physics

1. Why do we need electronic flowmeters?

Detectors consist of many assorted types of components. They
comprise steel constructions, lead and iron shielding, liquid
argon Systems together with thei r associated electronic and high
voltage Systems. Not l east they contain l arge volumes which are
largely filled with various gas mi xtures, some of which are highly
combustible. These are the drift chambers, proportional chambers,
and so on, which are used for tracking the par t i des, and which,
for this reason are mechanically very delicate structures. They
•rannot be tested for leaks by the usual methods, pressure and
vacuLim, because they cannot withstand the forces involved. The
only remaining alternative is then to try to establish that the
di f ference between input and Output f low rat es of eac'h module' i s
so low that one can be certain that no dangerous buiId up of
combustible gasses can occur in the experi mental hall s. Now we
know why flowmeters are necessary, paragraph 3 explains why
electronic flowmeters offer the best solution.

2. Comparison of the technical possibilit i es for measuring srnal l
gas flows.

11 i s possi ble t o measur e gas flows t o an ac c ur ac y o f l-5%. 11
therefore follows that if input and Output flow rates are
compared, losses due to leaks can only be detected when the leak
rate exceeds 1-5"/. of the total f lowrate. Usual ly the gas for a
detector i s supplied from a single source and then close to the
chambers is distributed to the individual modules, the Outputs
from which are then reurtited and returned to the gas System. By
measuring the rates in common flow and return lines, with a
typical flow rate of, say, 5,OOOnl/h i t i s possible to detect
leaks of >50nl/h. This i s inadequate for combustible gasses. If we
measure the flows in the i ndi vi dual channels the same accuracy
levels, l-57., are achievable, and so i t can be seen that by
measuring the flows t o the individual modules, after distribution,
one c an get down t o a l ea k rate o f the or der o f < 0. 01"/. o f t he
total flow. This i s an acceptable level.

3. Ulhich measuring technique?

In many cases f l ow rates can be measur ed at the i nput arid Output
of a chamber by observing the height to which a body r ises in a
tapered tube due to the gas flowing past it f the so-called
"Rotameter". If a pressure drop of l-3mbar can be tolerated then
this is a solution. Rotameters and many electronic flowmeters
cause a pressure drop of l - 5mbar and for the pressure
sensitivity of the chambers under discussion this, on the Output
si de, is alr eady t oo much. An elect r on i c flowmet er with a
practically negligible <£p S 0.05mbar) pressure drop can, however,
be bui1t. A fürther advantage of electronic flowmeters i s that
readout by a Computer enables continuous monitoring and recording,
and furthermore, alarm levels can be set which means that human
assistance need only be called when the Situation demands i t. In
choosing a measuring system the requirements of negligible



pressure drop together with automatic readout were considered t o
be particularly Important. One particular electronic transducer
fulfills both of these requirements simultaneously.

4. Principle of Operation.

Right from the start it was decided to lock for a commercially
available System which, in coll aborat ion with the manufacturer,
could be modified for this particular application. A search
through the catalogues revealed an electronic anemometer* which
works on the principle of dependence of heat loss with air speed,
It uses two very small temperature depenclent resistors,
(thermistors, d%0.5mm>, both of which sit in the air stream. One
of these measures the air temperature whi le the other i's
maintained at a constant elevated temperature with respect to i t,
The heat loss of the warm thermistör i s then a function of the
rate of flow of air over i t. The heat transfer coefficient i s
described by the following equation:

« = Constant • (w • ĉ )0-'7'"* • X°-S1-* - d°-lfc

Where « = heat t r ans f er coefficient; w = air speed; Cp, =
speci fic heat of air ; X = thermal conductivity of air and d -
diameter of the heated thermistör. The heat transfer from the
heated t her m i stör i s then seen t o be proportional t o w°- ̂ «a«.
The heating energy i s measured, and äs the airspeed increases so
the energy required to maintain a constant elevated temperature
must increase.

5. Temperature compensation

By using a second unheated thermistor of the same type, mounted in
the air stream close to the heated one, a constant temperature
difference of say 1OO°C is held, and so the heat loss is a
function of air speed and independent of ambient temperature.
Th i s r esul t s i n a t emper at ur e c omp en sät ed measur emen t over a
sufficiently wide ränge.

6. Application of the anemometer to other gasses

This principle of Operation i s clearly not restricted to air, but
by appropriate cali brat ion can be used for other gasses since the
heat loss a is a function of the conductivity X, other things
stayi ng constant. The commerc i ally available anemometer from the
Company Prosser in Ipswich, England, works on the principle
discussed above and i s intended for air velocit i es in two ranges
of 0.l to 3m/sec and l to 30m/sec.

a»l .=..= i t v «i»t «»v *KVM 25O i TM fv .am F=-K ö««»v- aa= i mr\t: l -f t •=
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7. Limitations af fecting accuracy and setting of alarm levels

A temporary di f ference between input and Output f low rat es does
not necessar i ly mean t hat there i s a leak. This can occur when
temperatures and pressures in the chamber are not held constant.
typical example of an apparent "leak" i s caused when the
barometr ic pressure changes, and i s dependent on the volume, CV»<
of the indi vidual chamber modules and the rate of c hange of
barometr ic pressure, Cdb/dt > . In Hamburg, in extreme cases db/dt
can reach ± 5 mbar /h, and value of ± 2mbar /h are common arid can
last for qui te long t imes (6 - 2O h) . Such atmospher ic pressure
increases cause apparent leaks in the chamber of ab au t
volume/h. In determining the gas flow in a chamber one

0. 2"/. of i t
must allow

for such temper ature and pressure gr adi ents and set i t hi gh enough
to cover both eventual i t i es. A gas f l ow of at l east 4% of the
chamber volume per hour ther efor e should be c hosen.

8. Technical speci f ication of the f lowmeter

The technical speci f i cat i on of an electronic flow meter System
becomes c l ear from the previous discussion.
a. The pressure drop of the t r ansducer in i t s wor king ränge must

be 5 O.OSmbar.
b. The measuring System must be capable of tripping alarms at

preset levels.
c. Automatic monitoring by means of a multiplexed switching System

together wi th a Computer or other data l ogger must be possi bl e.
d. An accuracy of ± 2. 5*/» must be achieved.

9. Optimum operating ränge

For ai r speeds between O.O5 and 0.45 m/sec the measured value
increases linearly with ai r velocity, and therefore this i s the
optimum ränge, but the system can be used up to 30m/sec. Above
0.45m/sec the rat i o of increasing Signal to increasing speed,
dU/dw, decreases with increasing air velocity until at 30m/sec.
i ts value becomes zero. Increasing the flowrate beyond this point
causes no change in the si gnal. The spec i fi c pressure drop, £p i n
a pipe of length Im, is proportional to w". The index n vari es
between 1.7 and 2 according to geometry and air speed. Assuming
the conditions that -5"p < O.OSmbar for a smooth pipe of length Im
and that the sensor causes negligible pressure drop, for argon
<20°C and Ibar), the following table shows the relationship
between maximum flow rate V and speed of gas w äs a function of
pipe diameter:

- O,11 m/sec
- O,17 m/sec
- O,25 m/sec
= 0,43 m/sec
= 0,68 m/sec
= l,4O m/sec

After many years of experience i t has been found that a flow rate
of lOnl/h per channel is typical and so the system was designed
with di = 5mm. If l arger flowrates are required then the exi st ing
construction allows modi fication to di = 6mm without alteration of
the external di mensi ons.

di
di
di
di
di
di

— 4mm
— 5mm
— 6mm
-• 8mm
— 10mm
~ 13mm

V =
V =
v- =
v =
V =
v* =

5,O
12,0
25,2
7B
192
552

nl/h
nl/h
nl/h
nl/h
nl/h
nl/h

w
w
W

W

W
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1O. Positioning of the transducer in the pipe

It i s wel l known that the distribution of velocit i es across a
section of a pipe Linder laminar f low conditions i s parabol ic,
while in turbulent f low, outside the boundary layer i t i s f lat.
In figure l it may be seen t hat there i s a poirit at which the t wo
curves cross, and i t i s therefore sensible to align the two
thermistörs such that the heated one l i es exactly at this radins.
In this position the transition from laminar to turbulent flow
does not cause a step-function in the measurement. Failure t o take
such details into account would cause i r regulär i t i es, at least
hysteresis, in the measurements particularly in the transition
regionr i.e. i t would be practically useless in the Reynolds
number ränge l,600 to 2,300. In order to achieve high accuracy the
gas stream around the transducer must be uni form, and this means
choosing the longest practicable staight section for the
measurement channel. On the other hand this i s limited by the
requirement to install 6 to S crates each with 20 unit s in a
Standard 19" electronic rack.

11. Constructional details of the DESY/PROSSER flowmeter

Figur e 2 shows t hat the mechanical cortstruct ion i s a compromise
between the longest possible measurement channel and the minimum
height of a unit. The individual tubes of 5mm internal diameter
are 45mm long. A transi stör header with three hermetically sealed,
electrically insulated pins has been chosen äs a carri er for the
two thermistörs. They have the additional advantage of being cheap
and readily available. The electronic printed circuit board i s
soldered directly onto this header obviating the need for an
additional connector between the electronics and the actual
transducer. The distarice between the t wo t her mi stör s should be äs
big äs possible in order to achieve a good sero stabi l ity. The
heated thermistor must also be positioned in the measurement tube
äs described in 10 above and i llustrated in fig.2. Detai1s of the
transistör header with the thermistors are shown in fig.3.
2O such dual measuring Systems are mounted on a single aluminium
chassis to which the supply and return connectors are fixed
together with the individual flow control valves CKuhnke Type No.
SP 747. 0129:i . Together wi t h i t s power supply and multiplexed
System for automatic readout of the individual flow and return
rates for 20 chamber channels this crate only takes up 268mm of
height in a 19"standard rack. The aluminium chassis and the
measurement tube units are so desigrted that they can be
economically and accurately produced on numerically controlled
machines. In general the screw fittings, seals and valves are
Standard i tems in the business of hydrauli es and pneumatics and
are therefore produced in large numbers which makes them cheap.The
Prosser electronic unit requires 50mA at ±15 volts D.C. per
channel. Since there are clear advantages in having a local
analogue display on the crate i t has been equipped with a "Ear
Graph Indi cator"



12. Evaluation of the results measured on the prototype

It was necessary to know what flowrates are possible using the
Kuhnke control valves SP 747.0129 and so an experiment was
per formed using a soap bubble counter to measure flowrates of
argon, helium, CD» and air, dependent ori supply pressure at the
valve and number of turns of the valve spindle. The values in the
following table are averaged, since individual valves have shown
measurable di fferences fom one another; OFO turns means the valve
i s fully closed. At a supply pressure of 1,5 bar absolute the
following flowrates were measured for argon:

1,0 turns V = 0,4 nl/min or 24 nl/h
2,0 turns V = l,2 nl/mi n or 72 nl /h
3,0 turns V = 2,2 nl/min or 132 nl/h
4,0 turns V = 3,2 nl/min or 192 nl/h
5,O turns V -4,5 nl/min or 270 nl/h
G,O turns 0-5,8 nl/min or 348 nl/h
7,0 turns V - 7,2 nl/min or 432 nl/h
8,O turns V = 8,3 nl/min or 498 nl/h
9,O turns V = 9,8 nl/min or 588 nl/h

The ef fect of doubl i ng the supply pressure to 3 bar absolute was,
to a fi r st approximation, to double the flowrate.
If, for example, the System is calibrated for a maximum flow of
30nl/h argon then the si gnal voltage and flowrate are almost
linearly related. A second important result of the tests was that,
regardless of whether a given flow is achieved by increasing or
decreasing the flowrate from the last value, the DESY/PROSSER
flowmeter exhibits no hysteresis, äs may be seen in figs. 5-8.
Changing the gas in use, e.g. from argon to C0a causes the
constant of proportional ity to change by about a factor of two,
and shi fts the origin. This means that a change from argon to C0a-
at about half the flowrate can be made without the need for
recalibration. This i s i llustrated in fig. 9. The electronics
developed by Prosser allows for adjustment to suit various gasses.
The largest di fferences are seen in hydrogen and hei i um, Csee
figs. 10 - 13), since they have much greater thermal
conductivit i es than air. As can be seen from the results, when
changing from one gas to another it is not absolutely necessary to
recalibrate the instruments. Frorn a safety point of view it is the
difference in iriput and Output f lowrates which count and not their
absolute values. After changing gasses it takes a while to flush a
chamber completely and, of course, until the input and output
flowmeters are measuring the same gas or gas mixture one must
accept this difference. A similar effect is seen, äs already
discussed, if there is a change in ätmospheric pressure or chamber
temperature.

13. Prices and costs of the System

Commercially available instruments working on this principle are
very expensive. They cost between DM 2.OOO,- and DM 3.OOOP-. This
was the reason for starting this collaboration with the
manufacturer of the anemometer, Prosser Seient i fic Instruments, to
try to find a way of producing a realistically priced multichannel
electronic flowmeter where every channel needs two measurement
Systems. Now that 42 prototypes have been produced an accurate



estimate of t he costs can be stated t o be c l ose t o DM 600, - per
channel„ This ine Indes all mechanical components, the dual
measLlrement channels t og et h er with their thermistors and
electronics, the needle valves, bargraphs, alarm indicators and
the screw connectors for the tubes to and from the chamber.
Additionally l/2Oth of the cost of the alumini um chassis, the
power supply and wiring is taken into account. What is not
included is the Interface between this crate and the Computer
where the Signals are digitised and automatically read out.
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Figure M u . i

Possible flow profiles for consfanf flow
in the transiHon ränge 1600 = Re = 2300

laminary flow
W -- f (D)

turbulent
Wx = constant

Qnly on the circumference with the diameter Dx=Ji_ the locat

ftowveiocity Wx is not changing . if the laminary ftow is

changing to turbulent flow.
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KUHNKE control valve SP 747.0129
average valugilnlet pressure 0,5/1/2 bar

V [l/mln]

0 4 5
turnlng of the handle

6 8 9

carbon dioxlde argon alr hellum

m«asurlng ohannal d - ö mm

20.2.00
W. v. Sohrödsr - B 2 - O113



u [v]

Electronic flowmeter
medlum: m\r

pressure: 1,0 bar temp.: 20 °C
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Electronic flowmeter
medium: carbon dloxld«

pressure: 1,0 bar temp.; 20 *C
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Electronic flowmeter
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Electronic flowmeter
mediurn: hellum

pressure: 1,0 bar temp.: 20 CC
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Electronic flowmeter
medlum: tlr/CO* /Ar/He

pressure: 1,0 bar temp.: 20 °C
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Electronic flowmeter
medlum: alr

pressure: 1,0 bar temp.: 20*C
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Electronic flowmeter
medlum: carbon dtoxld«

pressure: 1,0 bar temp.: 20 Ö C
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Electronic flowmeter
medium: trgon

pressure: 1,0 bar temp.: 20 °C
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Electronic flowmeter
rnedlurn: htllum

pressure: 1,0 bar temp.: 20° C
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Figure No. 14

Chassis with 2O dual flowmeters
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